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MADness (Mutual Assured Destruction)

• Nuclear war is not like conventional war


• Conventional war:  Territory can be defended, and war averted, by the 
ability of the target nation to protect itself from attack


• Nuclear war:  Defender cannot protect itself.


• Must rely on retaliation (nuclear strike) to deter attack


• Mutual Assured Destruction is a condition where neither nation attacks 
the other because each is afraid of horrible retaliation.


• Must have secure second strike capability. 



The nuclear deterrent

• Hardening



The nuclear deterrent, cont.

• Platform diversification



The nuclear deterrent, cont.

• Mobility



Nuclear Strategy, or what to do with the Bomb

• Early in the nuclear era, strategic planners had a problem


• Nuclear weapons were not “usable”


• How could nuclear nations credibly threaten an incredible attack?



what to do with the Bomb

• This problem is a recurrent one


• Not any really compelling solution


• Notice how it contrasts with the goal of preventing proliferation


• If nuclear weapons are not that useful, should not be hard to 
discourage countries from trying to get them


• Nuclear nations both:


• Trying to make the bomb more useful (for themselves)


• Trying to make the bomb less useful (for others)



or what to do with the Bomb, cont.

• Basic solution was worked out by Thomas Schelling


• Instead of threatening nuclear war


• Threaten actions that make nuclear war by accident more likely


• “Strategy that leaves something to chance”


• Chicken analogy


• Dulles:  Brinkmanship



Problems with brinkmanship

• How does one manipulate risk of nuclear war?


• Mechanisms of “failsafe” meant to make accidents unlikely


• Powell partially addresses this in a recent paper (2012)


• Conventional war linked to nuclear war



Problems with brinkmanship, cont

• Basic incompatibility between brinkmanship and MAD


• MAD requires certainty


• Don’t want to start a nuclear war by accident


• Brinkmanship requires uncertainty


• Must be possible to start nuclear war by accident



Problems with brinkmanship, cont

• Threat of nuclear attack (or Brinkmanship) not fungible


• “Massive retaliation”  (Eisenhower administration)


• Can one credibly threaten nuclear war over tariff policies?


• “Flexible response” McNamara (Kennedy administration)


• Doesn’t really work, either (requires more conventional forces)


• Is it better to attack with a small “tactical” nuclear weapon?


• Francis Gavin:  flexible response doctrine never applied.  



What do we target with nuclear weapons

• Counterforce vs. countervalue


• Countervalue:  aim at cities (and civilians)


• Counterforce:  aim at weapons/platforms/personnel


• Partly a function of technology (can one hit what one aims at)


• Partly a function of morals (civilians are not a “legitimate” target)


• Partly a function of efficaciousness (some targets win wars, others do not)



Minimal deterrence/maximal strike

• How much deterrence is enough?


• “Minimum deterrence” (Lewis 2008) assumes no brinkmanship 


• Guesswork about force structure needed for second strike.


• First strike advantage (Lieber and Press 2006)


• Does this predict nuclear war?  If not, why not?


• US has overwhelming nuclear superiority over Ghana, too.


• Debate about nuclear taboo



Nuclear defense

• Nuclear deterrence strategy assumes no nuclear defense


• “Star wars”:  Strategic Defense initiative (Ronald Reagan 1983)


• “magic bullet” capability, shoot down missile with another missile


• Technically daunting, does not address non-ballistic weaponry


• Undermines MAD (Jervis 1984)


• Adversaries have “window of opportunity” in which to strike


• Again, not clear that nuclear war would have been likely



Nuclear defense, cont.

• Implications of nuclear asymmetry or one-sided nuclear deterrence


• Rising number of nuclear powers, but with limited nuclear capacity


• US developing ability to “shield” itself from ballistic attack


• Is US more likely to attack a nuclear power that cannot retaliate?




